
Parallel computable higher type functionals(Extended Abstract)Peter Clote� A. Ignjatovi�cy B. Kapronz1 Introduction to higher type func-tionalsThe primary aim of this paper is to introducehigher type analogues of some familiar parallel com-plexity classes, and to show that these higher typeclasses can be characterized in signi�cantly di�er-ent ways. Recursion-theoretic, proof-theoretic andmachine-theoretic characterizations are given for var-ious classes, providing evidence of their naturalness.In this section, we motivate the approach of ourwork. In proof theory, primitive recursive function-als of higher type were introduced in G�odel's Dialec-tica [13] paper, where they were used to \witness" thetruth of arithmetic formulas. For instance, a func-tion f witnesses the formula 8x9y�(x; y), where � isquanti�er-free, provided that8x�(x; f(x));while a type 2 functional F witnesses the formula8x9y8u9v�(x; y; u; v), provided that8x8u�(x; f(x); u; F (x; f(x); u)):G�odel's formal system T is a variant of the �nite typed�-calculus, with the adjunction of a recursor R at all�nite levels. It is known that the type 1 functionals ofsystem T are exactly the functions provably recursivein �rst order Peano arithmetic.In the 1930's and 40's, some work in mathemati-cal logic centered around what is known as Church'sthesis | Turing machine computable, �-recursive, �-calculus de�nable, Herbrand computable, etc. wereall shown to be equivalent formulations of the notion�Research supported in part by NSF CCR-9102896.Mailing address: clote@bcuxs1.bc.edu, Department of Com-puter Science, Boston College, Chestnut Hill MA 02167.yMailing address: ignjat@lcl.cmu.edu, Department of Phi-losophy, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh PAzMailing address: bmkapron@csr.uvic.ca, Department ofComputer Science, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC,CANADA, V8W 3P6

of \partial recursive". In [18], S.C. Kleene investi-gated various notions of recursive functionals of highertype, comparing a Turing machine based notion witha schematic de�nitional notion, etc.Recently, a series of papers on polynomial timecomputable higher type functionals has appeared (see[4, 10, 9]). From the standpoint of computationalcomplexity, this work is of interest, because (1) func-tionals provide a natural generalization of relativecomputation (Turing machines with oracles), (2) �-calculus is the prototype functional programming lan-guage; thus particular systems of �-calculi correspond-ing to resource bounded computations may shed lighton issues of e�ciency for functional languages.From a mathematical standpoint, such �-calculiprovide functionals for \feasibly realizing" certainbounded formulas of arithmetic, thus characterizingthe \provably total" functions of a weak theory ofarithmetic.In [4], S. Buss gave the �rst de�nition of polyno-mial time computable functionals of all �nite types byde�ning types with run times. His intent was to thinkof a type 2 functional, for instance, as a feasible func-tion having arguments e; x, where e is a G�odel numberof a type 1 functional and x an integer.In [10], S. Cook and A. Urquhart gave a di�erentde�nition of polynomial time computable functionalswithout specifying run times within the type descrip-tions. The Cook-Urquhart system PV ! is quite el-egant, having been fashioned from Cook's free vari-able equational calculus PV and G�odel's system Tessentially by restricting the recursor R to allow onlybounded recursion on notation for type 1 functionals.In [9] and [17], S. Cook and B. Kapron consideredthe system PV ! in the context of Kleene's work onhigher type computability. To that end, in [9] theygive two characterizations of the PV ! de�nable func-tionals of �nite type using higher type programminglanguages. On characterization uses \typed boundedfor loop" programs, which compute exactly the highertype functionals which are closed PV ! terms. Theyshow as well that \typed while loop" programs, with1



runtimes bounded by a basic feasible functional, com-pute basic feasible functionals. In [17] it is shownthat for type 2 functionals, the polynomial time com-putable functionals can be characterized using an or-acle Turing machine model, where running times arebounded in a natural way using second-order polyno-mials.In this paper, we show that characterizations sim-ilar to those of [9] and [17] can be given for highertype classes corresponding to the parallel complex-ity classes AC0 and NC. Our general approach isas follows. We begin with recursion-theoretic, ma-chine independent characterizations of these classes,which were originally formulated by P. Clote in [7].These characterizations admit a fairly straightforwardgeneralization to higher types. Namely, for type 2functionals we only need to introduce the applica-tion functional Ap(f; x) = f(x) as an initial func-tional, and parameterize the closure schemes to al-low function inputs. For higher types, we use typed�-calculi. One drawback of recursion-theoretic char-acterizations is that they are lacking \computational"intuition. Thus, we also show that machine-theoreticcharacterizations are possible. For type 2 function-als, this involves the introduction of the oracle con-current access random access machine (ocram). Thisis an extension of Immerman's [15] cram model. Weuse second-order polynomials to bound the proces-sors and running times in this model, and obtain type2 analogues of the equivalence of machine-theoreticand recursion-theoretic characterizations for AC0 andNC. For higher types, we show that the function-als de�nable in the typed �-calculi that we de�ne canbe characterized as those functionals which are com-putable in certain higher type loop programming lan-guages. Note that for higher types, the problem ofgiving a characterization in a general computationalmodel with resource bounds, remains open.Since all of the above cited papers dealing withpolynomial time depend on A. Cobham's machine in-dependent characterization of the class FP of poly-nomial time computable functions, we give somethe background results of Cobham, Mehlhorn andKapron, and then cite characterizations of parallelcomplexity classes due to P. Clote in [7]. These ma-chine independent characterizations of parallel com-plexity classes play an important role, analogous tothat of Cobham's work for sequential computation,in the our development of parallel computable highertype functionals. We compare the type 1 and type 2functionals thus obtained with those de�ned from fa-miliar machine models provided with function oracles.

2 Function algebrasIn this section, we survey some results concerningfunction complexity classes. First, some notation. Forany complexity class C, let FC denote the collectionof functions f of polynomial growth,1 whose bit graphAf = f(x; i) : i-th bit of f(x) is 1gbelongs to C.Beginning with the introduction of primitive re-cursive functions, many attempts have been made tocharacterize subclasses of recursive functions in a nat-ural algebra, where functions are built up from certaininitial functions by e�ective operations (compositionand usually some sort of iteration, recursion, mini-mization operator, etc.). In 1963, A. Cobham [8],the �rst to isolate polynomial time as a complexityclass,2 characterized the polynomial time computablefunctions as the smallest class of functions closed un-der a variant of bounded primitive recursion, called\bounded recursion on notation".De�nition 1 The function f is de�ned by boundedrecursion on notation (brn) from g; h0; h1; b iff(0; ~x) = g(~x);f(2n; ~x) = h0(n; ~x; f(n; ~x)) if n 6= 0f(2n + 1; ~x) = h1(n; ~x; f(n; ~x));provided that f(n; ~x) < b(n; ~x) holds for all n; ~x.To state Cobham's characterization, we need tointroduce the following additional initial functions:o(x) = 0, s0(x) = 2x, s1(x) = 2x + 1, jxj =dlog2(x+ 1)e, x#y = 2jxj�jyj.Theorem 2 (A. Cobham [8])The collection FP of polynomial time computablefunctions is the closure of the initial functions o, s0,s1, ink , # under composition and brn.The class NC is the collection of functions com-putable in polylogarithmic time with a polynomialnumber of processors on a parallel random access ma-chine or pram (see Stockmeyer-Vishkin [21]). Fork � 0, we de�ne the subclasses ACk of NC using amodi�cation of the pram �rst introduced by Immer-man [15]: ACk is the class of functions computable by1For some polynomial p and for all x, it is the case thatjf(x)j � p(jxj).2J. Edmonds [11] independently drew attention to polyno-mial time by giving an e�cient maximum matching algorithmfor graphs. In [19], K. Mehlhorn credits theorem 2 as indepen-dently due to Weihrauch.2



a concurrent random access machine cram in paralleltime O(logk(n)) with processor bound nO(1). The jus-ti�cation for our de�nition of the classes ACk in termsof the cram rather than the pram or uniform booleancircuit model lies in the robustness of this approach forthe low-level classes AC0 and AC1. Indeed, the classAC0, as de�ned above, has been shown to be equal toto a number of quite di�erently de�ned classes, suchas �rst-order de�nable functions [15], the logtime hier-archy lh [2], and a function algebra A0 independentlydeveloped [7], and has arguably the best claim to bethe most natural de�nition of constant parallel time.To characterize parallel classes, we need the addi-tional initial function bit(x; i) giving the coe�cient of2i in the binary representation of x.We now introduce some bounded recursionschemes. Let x_y denote the number obtained byconcatenating the binary notation of x with the bi-nary notation of y.De�nition 3 The function f is de�ned by concatena-tion recursion on notation (crn) from g; h0; h1 iff(0; ~y) = g(~y)f(2n; ~y) = f(x; ~y)_bit(h0(n; ~y); 0); if n 6= 0f(2n + 1; ~y) = f(x; ~y)_bit(h1(x; ~y); 0):De�nition 4 The function f is de�ned by weakbounded recursion on notation wbrn from g; h; b ifF (0; ~x) = g(~x)F (2n; ~x) = h0(n; ~x; F (n; ~x)); if n 6= 0F (2n+ 1; ~x) = h1(n; ~x; F (n; ~x))f(n; ~x) = F (jnj; ~x)provided that F (n; ~x) < b(n; ~x) holds for all n; ~x.Let initial = fo; s0; s1; ink ; bit;#; jxjg:De�nition 5 The algebra A0 is the smallest class offunctions containing initial and closed under compo-sition and crn. The algebra A is the closure of ini-tial under composition, crn and wbrn, while Ak isthe collection of those functions in A allowing at mostk nested applications of wbrn.We state the principal characterization of parallelcomplexity classes from [7].Theorem 6 ([7]) AC0 = A0, ACk = Ak, NC = A.

3 Type 2 functional algebras and ora-cle Turing machinesIn [19] K. Mehlhorn extends Cobham's de�nitionto type 2 functionals. Here, we follow [17, 23], whichdi�ers only cosmetically from Mehlhorn's original def-inition. Recall that a type 2 functional is a functionwhich takes a list of functions and numbers as input,a returns a number as output.De�nition 7 (Townsend [23]) F is de�ned fromH;G1; : : : ; Gm by functional composition if for all ~f ; ~x,F (~f; ~x) = H(~f ;G1(~f ; ~x); : : : ; Gm(~f ; ~x); ~x):F is de�ned from G by expansion if for all ~f;~g; ~x; ~y,F (~f;~g; ~x; ~y) = G(~f; ~x):F is de�ned from G;G1; : : : ; Gm by functional substi-tution if for all ~f ; ~x,F (~f; ~x) =H(~f ; �y:G1(~f ; ~x; y); : : : ; �y:Gm(~f; ~x; y); ~x):F is de�ned from G;H;K by limited recursion on no-tation (lrn) if for all ~f ; ~x; y,F (~f; ~x; 0) = G(~f ; ~x)F (~f; ~x; y) =H(~f ; ~x; y; F (~f; ~x; by2c)); if y 6= 0.provided that F (~f ; ~x; y) < K(~f ; ~x; y) holds for all~f ; ~x; y.Following [23], we de�ne the collection of type 2basic feasible functionals bff.3De�nition 8 ([23, 17]) The class of basic feasiblefunctionals, denoted bff is the smallest class of func-tionals containing all type 1 polytime functions and theapplication functional Ap, de�ned by Ap(f; x) = f(x),and which is closed under functional composition, ex-pansion, functional substitution, and lrn.In [19] Mehlhorn introduces the Turing machinemodel with function oracle, charging unit-cost for afunction oracle call, independent of the length of thefunction value returned. Mehlhorn's model has an ora-cle input tape and an oracle output tape, thus avoidingthe situation where m successive iterates of a functionf(f(: : : f(x) : : :)) might take m steps.3Townsend [23] calls this class POLY. We have followed[17, 9] in designating this class as bff.3



In [17], B. Kapron and S.A. Cook consider run-times of type 2 functionals which are polynomial inthe lengths of the function and integer inputs. Thisrequires the notion of of second-order polynomial .De�nition 9 (Kapron,Cook [17]) First-ordervariables are elements of the set fn1; n2; : : :g. Second-order variables are elements of the set fL1; L2; : : :g.Second-order polynomials are de�ned inductively by1. Any c 2 N is a second-order polynomial.2. First-order variables are second-order polynomi-als.3. If P;Q are second-order polynomials and L is asecond-order variable, then P + Q, P � Q, andL(P ) are second-order polynomials.The size of integer x is jxj, the length of the binaryrepresentation of x. We de�ne the size of a type 1functional as follows.De�nition 10 Let f be a type 1 m-ary function.Then jf j(n1; : : : ; nm) = maxjxij�ni jf(x1; : : : ; xm)jFor an integer x, jjxjj denotes j(jxj)j.jjf jj(n1; : : : ; nm) = maxjxij�ni jjf(x1; : : : ; xm)jjIn [17], Kapron and Cook de�ne the class bptof type 2 basic polytime functionals as those whichare computable on an oracle Turing machine intime which is bounded by a second-order polynomialP (jf1j; : : : ; jfmj; jx1j; : : : ; jxkj) in the size of the func-tion inputs f1; : : : ; fm and integer inputs x1; : : : ; xk.They also prove the following result.Theorem 11 (Kapron,Cook [17]) The basic feasi-ble functionals bff are exactly the basic polytime func-tionals bpt.The type 2 analogue of concatenation recursion onnotation is given by the following.De�nition 12 F is de�ned from G;H;K by concate-nation recursion on notation (crn) if for all ~f; ~x; y,F (~f; ~x; 0) = G(~f ; ~x)F (~f ; ~x; s0(y)) = F (~f ; ~x; y)_bit(H(~f ; ~x; y); 0);if y 6= 0F (~f ; ~x; s1(y)) = F (~f ; ~x; y)_bit(K(~f ; ~x; y); 0):

De�nition 13 The type 2 functional H is de�nedby weak bounded recursion on notation wbrn fromG;H0;H1;K ifF (~f; ~x; 0) = G(~f ; ~x)F (~f ; ~x; s0(y)) = H0(~f ; ~x; y; F (~f; ~x; y));if y 6= 0F (~f ; ~x; s1(y)) = H1(~f ; ~x; y; F (~f; ~x; y))H(~f ; ~x; y) = F (~f; ~x; jyj)provided that F (~f ; ~x; y) < K(~f ; ~x; y) holds for all~f ; ~x; y.De�nition 14 The algebra A0 is the smallestclass of functionals (of type 1 and 2) contain-ing o,s0,s1,ink ,bit,jxj,#, Ap and closed under func-tional composition, expansion, functional substitu-tion and crn. The algebra A is the closure ofo,s0,s1,ink ,bit,jxj,#, Ap under functional composition,expansion, functional substitution crn and wbrn,while Ak is the collection of those functionals in Aallowing at most k nested applications of wbrn.4 Parallel machine modelThe parallel random access machine pram, orig-inating in the work of Goldschlager [14], Fortune-Wyllie [12], and Shiloach-Vishkin [20], is a very widelyaccepted model of parallel computation. In [21],Stockmeyer and Vishkin related the concurrent read,concurrent write crcw-pram to unbounded fan-inboolean circuit families. In [15], Immerman intro-duced the concurrent random access machine cram, aslight modi�cation of the crcw-pram which admitsa unit-cost shift instruction. There and in [2], Im-merman extended the Stockmeyer-Vishkin result toprove that languages computable in uniform cramtime O(logk(n)) with processor bound nO(1) are ex-actly those in �rst order uniform unbounded fan-inboolean circuits of depth O(logk(n)) and size nO(1),for all k � 0.In this paper, we study parallel complexity classesof higher type functionals. To de�ne type 2 parallelcomputable functionals, we introduce the oracle con-current random access machine ocram, which allowsoracle calls to type 1 functions. A fundamental ques-tion in this model is how to simulate the applicationfunctional Ap(f; x) = f(x), where the integer input xis (by convention) given in binary with each bit in a4



di�erent global register, and what to charge for a func-tion oracle call on x which returns the function valuef(x). For 0; 1 valued characteristic functions f , ormore generally for polynomially bounded functions f ,we could charge unit-cost for oracle calls. But what iff is the Ackermann function? The approach we adoptis to allow any processor in one step to retrieve thefunction valuef(xi � � �xj) = f( jXk=i xk � 2j�k)where i; j are current values of local registers, and i �j, and the xi's are contained in special oracle registers.An ocram has a sequence R0; R1; : : : of random ac-cess machines ram's which operate in a synchronousfashion in parallel. Each Ri has its own local memory,an in�nite collection of registers, each of which canhold an arbitrary non-negative integer. There is anin�nite collection of global or common registers acces-sible to all ram's, which are used for reading the input,processor intercommunication, and output. Globalregisters are denotedM g0 ;M g1 ;M g2 ; : : :, and local regis-ters by M0;M1;M2; : : :. At times, we may write Mi;jto indicate the local register Mi of processor Pj. Inthe case that more than one ram attempts to writein the same global memory location, the lowest num-bered processor succeeds (priority resolution of writeconict). An input x is initially given in the globalregisters, the register M gi holding the i-th bit of x.All other registers are initially contain the the specialsymbol $, which is di�erent from 0; 1 and designatesthat the register is empty. Similarly at termination,the output y is speci�ed in the global memory, theregister M gi holding the i-th bit of y. At terminationof a computation all other global registers contain thesymbol $.For each k-ary function argument f , there are kin�nite collections of oracle registers, the i-th collec-tion labeled M o;i0 ;M o;i1 ;M o;i2 ; : : :, for 1 � i � k. Aswith global memory, in the event of a write conictthe lowest numbered processor succeeds in writing toan oracle register. Let res (result), op0 (operand 0)and op1 (operand 1) be non-negative integers, as wellas op2,op3,: : : ,op(2k). If any register occurring on theright side of an instruction contains `$', then the reg-ister on the left side of the instruction will be assignedthe value `$' (unde�ned).Instructions are as follows.Mres := constantMres := processor numberMres := Mop1

Mres := Mop1 +Mop2Mres := Mop1 .�Mop2Mres := MSP (Mop1;Mop2)Mres := LSP (Mop1;Mop2)Mres := �Mop1Mres := �M gop1�Mres := Mop1�M gres := Mop1�M ores := 0�M ores := 1M ores := 0M ores := 1Mres := �M oop1Mres := f([Mop1 � � �Mop2]1; [Mop3 � � �Mop4]2; : : : ;[Mop(2k�1) � � �Mop(2k)]k)goto labelgoto label ifMop1 =Mop2goto label ifMop1 �Mop2haltCuto� subtraction is de�ned by x .�y = x�y, providedthat x � y, else 0. The shift operatorsMSP and LSPare de�ned as follows.� MSP (x; y) = bx=2yc, provided that y < jxj,otherwise `$'.� LSP (x; y) = x�2y � (bx=2yc), provided that y �jxj, otherwise `$'.In [15] N. Immerman de�ned the cram to be essen-tially the pram of [21], but additionally allowing theshift operatorMres := shift(Mop1 ;Mop2 )where \shift(x; y) causes the word x to be shifted ybits to the right". Here, one must assume the cramof [15] operates on positive and negative integers andthat for y � 0, shift(x;�y) = x � 2y, i.e. shift by anegative value means shift left , provided that y � jxj.Instructions with � concern indirect addressing. Forexample, the instructionMres := �Mop1 reads the cur-rent contents of local memory whose address is thevalue of Mop1 into local memory Mres. The notation[Mop(2i�1) � � �Mop(2i)]i denotes the integer whose bi-nary notation is given in oracle registers M o;iMop(2i�1)5



through M o;iMop(2i) . In other words,[Mop(2i�1) � � �Mop(2i)]i = Mop(2i)Xm=Mop(2i�1) M o;im � 2op(2i)�m:The instruction �M ores := 0 sets the contents of theoracle register whose address is given by the currentcontents of local memory Mres to 0. The instructionMres := �M oop1 sets the contents of local memoryMresto be the current contents of the oracle register whoseaddress is given by the current contents of local mem-ory Mop1. With these instructions, it will be the casethat oracle registers hold a 0 or 1 but no larger integer.A program is a �nite sequence of instructions. Eachindividual ram of an ocram has the same program.Each instruction has unit-cost.In characterizing ACk in the non-oracle case, Stock-meyer and Vishkin [21] require a polynomial boundp(n) on the number of active processors on inputs oflength n. With the above de�nition of ocram onemight hope to characterize the class of type 2 func-tionals computable in constant parallel time with asecond-order polynomial number of processors as ex-actly the type 2 functionals in the algebra A0. Unfor-tunately, this is not true (details omitted).To rectify this situation, we �rst de�ne Q =Q(M; f; x; t) to be the values queried by the ocramM at time t or before, given function input f andinteger input x. De�ne fQ byfQ(u) = � f(u) if u 2 Q0 otherwise.We say that the ocram M has polynomially manyprocessors, if there is a second order polynomial P ,such that for all f; x; t at time t, given input f; x,at most processors 0 through P (jfQj; jxj) are active,where Q = Q(M; f; x; t). The ocram M is said torun in time t, if at time t all processors 0 throughP (jfQj; jxj) are halted.The input to an ocram is stipulated byX0X1X2 � � �Xn$$ � � � where Xi = xn�i for i � n. Thiscorresponds to the usual convention that the leftmostbit of the binary representation of x = Pi�n xi2i isthe most signi�cant bit. Multiple inputs are separatedby a single symbol `$' as in xn � � �x0$ym � � �y0$$.If F (~f ; ~x) abbreviates F (f1; :::; fm; x1; :::; xn) and Pis a second order polynomial, then P (j~f j; j~xj) abbrevi-ates P (jf1j; :::; jfmj; jx1j; :::; jxnj).Theorem 15 If F (~f ; ~x) is a functional belongingto A0 then there exists a second order polynomial

P (j~f j; j~xj) such that F (~f ; ~x) is computable by anocram in constant time using P (j~f j; j~xj) many pro-cessors.Proof. We must show that all initial functionals arecomputable by constant-time ocram's with a secondorder polynomial bound on the number of processors,and that the closure schemes preserve this computabil-ity. We will just consider the Ap functional. Completedetails may be found in the full paper.� ocram program for Ap(f; x) = f(x).1 M0 = 02 M1 = processor number3 M2 = *Mg14 if (M2 = $) then Mg0 = M15 M3 = Mg0 .� 1 % M3 = |x| .� 16 *Mg1 = $ % erase global memory7 *Mo1 = M2 % in Pi, Moi = Xi8 M4 = f([M0...M3])9 M5 = BIT(M4, M1)10 if (M5 = $) then Mg0 = M111 M5 = Mg0 % M5 = |f(x)|12 M6 = M5 .� (M1 + 1)13 M7 = BIT(M4, M6)14 *Mo1 = $15 *Mg1 = $16 *Mg1 = M717 if (M1 �M5) then Mg1 = $% erase trailing 0's18 HALT % Now Xi = RBIT(f(x), i)To obtain the converse, we must arithmetize thecomputation of an ocram within A0. Details of thefollowing result are given in the full paper.Theorem 16 If a functional F (~f; ~x) is computable byan ocram M in constant time with P (j~f j; j~xj) manyprocessors, for a second order polynomial P , then F 2A0.Summarizing, we now have the desired result.Theorem 17 A functional F (~f ; ~x) A0 if and only ifit is computable on an ocram in constant time withat most P (j~fj; j~xj) many processors, for some second-order polynomial P .6



We can similarly characterize the class A. To doso, we introduce some machinery from proof theory.In [6] the �rst order theory TNC was de�ned and itwas shown that the functions �b1 de�nable (i.e. prov-ably total with nondeterministic polytime recogniz-able graph) in TNC are exactly the functions of NC.Independently, and at the same time, B. Allen [1] in-troduced the �rst order theory D12 and showed thatthe functions �b1 de�nable in D12 are also exactly thefunctions ofNC. In [22] G. Takeuti de�ned the elegant�rst order theory R12 and showed it to be equivalent(i.e. bi-interpretable) to both TNC and D12.We de�ne a second order theory R12 based onTakeuti's elegant formulation of R12. The theory R12has a two-sorted language with� numerical variables x0; x1; x2; : : : ranging overnon-negative integers,� function variables fn0 ; fn1 ; fn2 ; : : : of arity n, foreach n � 0, ranging over functions fromNn intoN,� constant 0,� unary function symbols s; bx=2c; jxj; pr� binary function symbols +; �;#; .�;MSP;Apnfor each n � 1,� binary relation symbol �.Generally we use x; y; z; : : : for numerical variables,and f; g; h; : : : for function variables, without indicat-ing the arity, which should be clear from the con-text. As well, we may often drop the arity sym-bol in Apn, writing for instance Ap(f; x; y) instead ofAp2(f2; x; y). For readers familiar with S. Buss' sys-tem S12 [3], the language of R12 is that of S12 togetherwith pr; .�;MSP;Apn, for n � 1. Terms are built upinductively:� 0; x0; x1; : : : are terms,� Apn(fni ; t1; : : : ; tn) is a term for each variable fniof arity n, provided t1; : : : ; tn are terms,� Ap1(s; t), Ap1(bx=2c; t), Ap1(jxj; t), Ap1(pr; t),Ap2(+; t1; t2), Ap2(�; t1; t2), Ap2(#; t1; t2),Ap2( .�; t1; t2), Ap2(MSP; t1; t2) are terms, pro-vided that t; t1; t2 are terms,� s(t), bt=2c, jtj, pr(t), t1+t2, t1 �t2, t1#t2, t1 .�t2,MSP (t1; t2) are terms, provided that t; t1; t2 areterms.

Note that f(x) is not a term, for function variablef , though we can express the equivalent by Ap(f; x).Sharply bounded formulas, also called �b0, are formedfrom atomic formulas by closure under the booleanoperations and sharply bounded quanti�cation:9x < jt(~f ; ~y)j�(~f; ~y; x)and 8x < jt(~f ; ~y)j�(~f; ~y; x):The class of �b1 formulas is obtained from the classof �b0 formulas by closure under ^, _ (but not :),sharply bounded quanti�cation and bounded existen-tial quanti�cation:9x < t(~f ; ~y)�(~f ; ~y; x):The axioms ofR12 are given by a �nite collection basicof open formulas consisting of the de�ning equationsfor the functions and simple properties relating thefunctions symbols 0, s,bx=2c, jxj, pr, +, �, .�, MSP ,Apn and the ordering relation � amongst themselves,together with the axiom of bit extensionality and thescheme �b1 � LBIND.The basic axioms ofR12 include those axioms of thebasic collection of S. Buss [3], together with �nitelymany additional open axioms relating the new func-tion symbols pr, .�, MSP , Ap1, Ap2.The axiom of bit extensionality isjaj = jbj; 8i < jaj(bit(a; i) = bit(b; i))! a = bwhere bit is de�ned byMod2(a) = a .� 2 � (ba=2c)bit(a; i) = Mod2(MSP (a; i))The scheme of �b1 - LBIND is�; �(ba=2c)! �; �(a)�; �(0)! �; �(jtj)where � is �b1 and a is satis�es the eigenvariable con-dition, i.e. a does not appear in the lower sequent.De�nition 18 The functional F (~f; ~x) is �b1-de�nablein R12 if there are sequences of terms ~t1; : : : ; ~tn; ~tn+1and a �b1-formula �F such that1. R12 ` 8~f8~x9~z1 < ~t1(~f ; ~x) : : :9 ~zn <~tn(~f ; ~x; ~z1; : : : ; ~zn�1)9y < tn+1(~f ; ~x; ~z1; : : : ; ~zn)�F (~f; ~x; y)7



2. The following is true in the standard model8~f ; 8~x9~z1 < ~t1(~f ; ~x) : : :9 ~zn <~tn(~f ; ~x; ~z1; : : : ; ~zn�1)[F (~f; ~x) <tn+1(~f ; ~x; ~z1; : : : ; ~zn) ^ �F (~f ; ~x; F (~f; ~x))].Theorem 19 The functional F (~f; ~x) belongs to A ifand only if F (~f; ~x) is �b1-de�nable in R12.Proof. (Sketch) The proof from left to right is byinduction on complexity build-up of functionals in A.De�nition by wbrn is handled by �b1�LBIND. Thedirection from right to left proceeds as in the type1 case [6], by induction on the number of inferences,after applying Gentzen's cut elimination theorem. De-tails are omitted.It is straightforward to give a �b1-de�nition of anocram computation of the functional F (~f; ~x) runningin time jjG(~f; ~x)jjO(1) withO(jG(~f; ~x)j) processors, forG 2 A. Using �b1 � LBIND, it follows that F is �b1-de�nable in R12. By applying the previous theorem weconclude the following result.Corollary 20 The functional F (~f; ~x) belongs to A ifand only if F (~f; ~x) is computed on an ocram in timejjG(~f; ~x)jjO(1) with O(jG(~f ; ~x)j) processors, for someG 2 A.5 �-calculi for parallel computablehigher type functionalsWe now consider parallel computable functionalsof all �nite types. In our notation and de�nitions,we try to follow Chapter 5 of [10]. The class of all�nite types is given inductively as follows: 0 is a �nitetype, if � and � are �nite types then (� ! � ) is a�nite type. Natural numbers are of type 0, numbertheoretic functions are of type 1, etc. An inductiveargument shows that every �nite type � can be put inthe unique form(�1 ! (�2 ! (� � � ! (�n ! 0) � � �))):In the following, we will omit parentheses when possi-ble, with association understood to the right.For a set of function symbols F of arbitrary type,we can form the set �(F) of �-terms over F in thestandard way: we start with F and an in�nite set ofvariables of each type, and close under the operationsof lambda abstraction and application. Recall that ifS is a term of type � and X is a variable of type �,

then the lambda abstraction (�X:S) is a term of typeof type (� ! � ), and if S is a term of type (� ! � ),and T is a term of type �, then the application (ST )is a term of type � .The terms of AV ! are those of �(F), where F isf0; s0; s1; s; jxj; tr; parity; trunc; pad;#; cond;Rg.The intended interpretation of the function symbolsis given by: s0, s1, tr, parity, trunc, pad, # are ass0(x) = 2 � x, s1(x) = 2 � x + 1, s(x) = x + 1, jxj =dlog2(x + 1)e, tr(x) = bx=2c, parity(x) = x mod 2,trunc(x; y) = bx=2yc, pad(x; y) = 2jyj � x, and x#y =2jxj�jyj. The conditional function satis�escond(x; y; z) = � y if x = 0z elseand the recursor R satis�esR(x; h; y) = � y if x = 0sparity(h(x))(R(bx=2c; h; y)) else.To characterize NC computable functionals, weadd a new term sqrt of type0! 0and a new term T of type0! (0! 0! 0)! (0! 0)! 0! 0to the above de�nition of AV !. This function is de-�ned by sqrt(x) =MSP (x; tr(js0(x)j)).Fact 21 jsqrt(x)j = b jxj2 c.Fact 21 shows that sqrt(x) has the same size as theinteger part of the square root of x, hence the name.It follows that the smallest value k for which sqrt,iterated k times on x yields 0, must be jjxjj.The interpretation of the recursor T isT (0; Z;W; y) = yT (x; Z;W; y) = minfW (x); Z(x; T (sqrt(x); Z;W; y))gif x > 0:This scheme clearly corresponds to weak bounded re-cursionUsing standard techniques of �-calculus (strongnormalization) together with the machine character-izations we had of type 2 functionals, the followingimmediately result.Theorem 22 For type 2 functional F ,1. F belongs to AV ! i� F is computable on anocram in constant time with a polynomial num-ber of processors.8



2. F belongs to NCV ! i� F is computable on anocram in time jjG(~f; ~x)jjO(1) with O(jG(~f; ~x)j)processors, for some G 2 A.Corollary 23 AV ! � NCV ! � PV !where all inclusions are proper.Proof. Oracle separations are well known for thecorresponding machine and circuit classes.6 Higher type loop languagesIn [9] it is shown that the basic feasible functionalsof �nite type can be characterized as those function-als computable by a certain class of loop programsknown as bounded typed loop programs (BTLP's). Asimilar characterization is possible for the functionsde�nable in AV ! and NCV !. We must modify theapproach of [9] in two ways. First of all, because thelooping constructs which we allow are very weak, werequire a richer repertoire of basic assignment instruc-tions. Secondly, a more elaborate syntax is requiredfor loop statements, in order to allow a �ner calibra-tion of computational power.Before formulatingour programmingmodel, we willintroduce the domain of computation over which wewill work. The functionals of �nite type were intro-duced by Kleene in [18]. We consider a class similar toKleene's, which we call the hereditarily total function-als of �nite type. These are de�ned as follows. Fn(� )denote the functionals of type � . Then Fn(0) = Nand Fn(�1 ! : : : ! �k ! 0) consists of all total N-valued functions with domain Fn(�1) � : : :� Fn(�k).Fn, the class of hereditarily total functionals of �nitetype, is just S� is a type Fn(� ).All of the loop instructions which we will considerwill have the formloop yi; yj;W begin I end (1)where I is some list of instructions. The intuitionbehind such a loop instruction is that we iterate thebody I of the loop yj times. At the kth iteration1 � k � x, variable yi takes on the value k. Anyassignment taking place during the kth iteration ofI must have a result bounded by W (k) (note thatW may be a constant function). In order to obtaincharacterizations of the classes in question, we willplace restrictions on yj , W and I.

We now give a general description of programswithout looping constructs. We will call such pro-grams typed straight line programs (TSLP's). A typedstraight line program (or program, for short) consistsof a declaration section and an instruction section. Foreach type � , there are variables X�0 ; X�1 ; : : :.The declaration section is required for the de�ni-tion of subprograms, and consists of three declara-tions, which have the following form:� Input declarationinput Y �11 ; : : : ; Y �kk (2)� Output declarationoutput x (3)� Subprogram declarationsD1; : : :Dlwhere l � 0.Each subprogram declaration Di has the formsubprogram V � : Q (4)where Q is a program and V � is a variable of type �called the program name.The instruction section consists of a sequence of in-structions. Basic instructions are of the form x  op (y1; : : : ; yk) where x and the yi's are type 0 vari-ables, and op is a type 1 function symbol of AV !Function calls have the form x X(Y1; : : : ; Yk) wherex has type 0, X has type �1 ! : : :! �k ! 0 and Xihas type �i. Note that X and the Yi's may be eitherinput variables or subprogram names.More details on the structure and semantics of pro-grams will be given on the full paper. We note thatthe approach here is very similar to that of [9], andrefer the reader to that paper for details.We now turn to loop programs. We de�ne restric-tions of the general loops given in equation 1. The�rst are called concatenation loops and have the formloop yi; jyjj; jyjj+ jzj beginz  cond (bit(yi; 1),cond (bit(h(0; yi); s0(z); s1(z)),cond (bit(h(1; yi); s0(z); s1(z)))end,and weak bounded loops have the formloop yi; jjyjjj;W begin I end;9



where W is the name of a subprogram of type (0! 0).We modify TSLP's by adding concatenation loopsto form typed concatenation loop programs (TCLP's);and by adding weakly bounded loops and a basic as-signment x  sqrt(y) to form weakly bounded typedloop programs (WBTLP's).We obtain the following result.Theorem 24 Over the hereditarily total functionalsof �nite type, those functionals de�nable in AV ! andNC! correspond, respectively, to the functionals com-putable by TCLP's and WBTLP's.The proof of this theorem appears in the full pa-per. In proving the forward direction, we need to showthat the looping constructs in our language are pow-erful to simulate the recursors in the correspondingcalculi. The converse requires ability to de�ne a next-step function for computations. This is done compo-sitionally, using recursors in the case involving loops.References[1] B. Allen. Arithmetizing uniform NC. Annals of Pureand Applied Logic, 53(1):1{50, 1991.[2] D. Mix Barrington, N. Immerman, and H. Straub-ing. On uniformity in NC1. J. Comp. Syst. Sci.,41(3):274{306, 1990.[3] S. Buss. Bounded Arithmetic, volume 3 of Studies inProof Theory. Bibliopolis, 1986. 221 pages.[4] S. Buss. The polynomial hierarchy and intuitionisticbounded arithmetic. In A.L. Selman, editor, Struc-ture in Complexity Theory, volume 223, pages 77{103.1986. Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science.[5] P. Clote. ALOGTIME and a conjecture of S.A.Cook. Annals of Mathematics and Arti�cial Intel-ligence, 6:57{106, 1992.[6] P. Clote and G. Takeuti. Bounded arithmetics forNC, ALOGTIME, L and NL. Annals of Pure andApplied Logic, 56:73{117, 1992.[7] P.G. Clote. Sequential, machine-independent char-acterizations of the parallel complexity classesALOGTIME; ACk;NCk and NC. In P.J. ScottS.R. Buss, editor, Feasible Mathematics, pages 49{70.Birkh�auser, 1990.[8] A. Cobham. The intrinsic computational di�culty offunctions. In Y. Bar-Hillel, editor, Logic, Methodol-ogy and Philosophy of Science II, pages 24{30. North-Holland, 1965.[9] S.A. Cook and B.M. Kapron. Characterizations ofthe feasible functionals of �nite type. In P.J. ScottS.R. Buss, editor, Feasible Mathematics, pages 71{98.Birkh�auser, 1990.
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